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Whether it is search and rescue, a race against time, or making it to the top of the mountain for the 
sunrise, for every great mission, Every Second Counts. 

A few seconds can make the difference between a successful or unsuccessful venture, a great athlete 
beating their own best time, or making it to that moment that you’ve dreamed of your entire life. 

Every Second Counts is about the spirit of adventure. Because life is not a rehearsal.

EVERY SECOND COUNTS
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1989
Luminox (LUMI is Latin for light while NOX is 
Latin for night) was born in 1989, driven by a 
commitment to offer cutting-edge luminescence 
and readability in its line of high-performance 
sports watches.

Since then, we refer to the illumination technol-
ogy in the Luminox watches as the Luminox Light 
Technology (LLT).

1992
The officer in charge of procurement for the Navy 
SEALs, Nick North, together with the Luminox 
founder, Barry Cohen, worked to develop a watch 
specifically for the Navy SEALs and the Navy 
SEAL watch was born.

1994
After Luminox provided the watches to the SEALs, 
more elite units contacted the brand directly, includ-
ing the U.S. Coast Guard, New York City Police 
Department, Singapore Air Force, Special Military 
Forces Israel and many other law enforcement 
groups.

1998
Luminox was approached by U.S. Air Force pilots 
flying the F-117 Nighthawk™ Stealth fighter jet. 
This initial contact turned into a worldwide license 
agreement to produce Lockheed Martin timepieces.

2002
The U.S. Bobsleigh and Skeleton Teams win six 
medals during the Salt Lake City Olympic Winter 
Games. The teams wore co-branded Luminox Navy 
SEAL Colormark watches 3051 and 3957.

2003
Luminox opens its first mono-brand store in Tokyo. 
Luminox now has four mono-brand stores in Japan.

2005
Luminox creates the first Lockheed Martin SR-71 
Blackbird™ Limited Edition timepieces. 

2007
Launch of the Navy SEAL Colormark 3051 Series 
 — the evolution of the original Navy SEAL time-
pieces — soon to become the best-selling series 
of Luminox watches.

2008
Luminox expands its presence globally to more than 
50 countries and becomes a truly global brand.

2009
Luminox partners with counter terrorism expert 
and undersea explorer Scott Cassell. Cassell is a 
dive professional and relies on Luminox watches 
as part of his essential diving gear.

2010
Luminox is proud to introduce its 50 bar (500 
meter / 1500 feet) Deep Dive Automatic Series 
— Essential Gear for serious divers and a certified 
watch for use by professionals  — complying with 
the strict and extremely high standards of ISO 
6425 for diving watches.

2011
Launch of the first Luminox RECON series with the 
Point Man 8820.

2015
Luminox initiates the Luminox Special Operations 
Challenge (LSOC): honoring its heritage, Luminox 
partners with retired Navy SEALs to offer civilians 
the chance to train like a Navy SEAL for a day.

2017
New Swiss-Made law: The new Swiss-Made law 
came into effect as of January 2017 and all Luminox 
Watches continue to fulfil the new Swiss-Made 
regulations.

2018
Luminox named Off icial Par tner of the  
Icelandic Association for Search and Rescue 
(ICE-SAR). To celebrate and commemorate this 
partnership, Luminox has created a special  
ICE-SAR Arctic Series.

2020
Luminox announced its historic partnership with 
Bear Grylls, the world’s most recognized face of 
survival and outdoor adventure and is rolling out 
the full Luminox X Bear Grylls collection.

In partnership with Bear Grylls and #tide, Luminox 
launches its first sustainable watch where the case, 
bezel and strap are made from 100% recycled 
ocean waste plastic.

2021
Luminox continues offering appealing watches to 
all outdoor adventurers!

BRAND STORY
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The Bear Grylls Survival 
ECO series is made with 
#tide material, a 100% 
recycled ocean-bound 
plastic!

  

The Mondaine Group is in tune with the times and, as a global SME (Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprise), is taking a leading role. Since 2020, the Group has been one of the first watch 
companies in the world to operate with net-zero carbon emissions across all four of its brands, 
encompassing the factory, the offices and the manufacture of the watches, watch parts and 
packaging, making the family-owned business genuine trailblazers. Corporate sustainability and 
a sense of environmental and social responsibility have been an integral part of the Mondaine 
Group’s DNA for decades.

The Mondaine Group has long known that time is a precious commodity. And how we use it is 
even more important. The Swiss family-owned business has been investing heavily in the future 
of the planet and began long before the environment became a hot topic for the general public. 
«When it comes to sustainability, there have been ongoing improvements across all areas of the 
company and the time is now right, » says co-owner André Bernheim.

As a greenhouse gas, CO2 contributes significantly to global warming and is therefore also 
responsible for the increasing imbalances in the eco-system. The Mondaine Group has been 
engaged in efforts to reduce its own carbon footprint for several decades. The installation of 
a large photovoltaic system at the factory in Solothurn in autumn 2019 has led to a reduction 
of up to 80% in greenhouse gas emissions resulting from power generation. «We have been 
engaged across all areas of the business: the photovoltaic system on the factory roof, the use 
of hydroelectricity at our headquarters, a reduction in the volume and weight of packaging and 
the use of eco-friendlier materials in our packaging, casings and straps have all had a positive 
impact on our carbon footprint» says board member and Head of Sustainability, André Bernheim. 
Our guiding principle is WE CARE – about our environment and about social factors throughout 
the supply chain.

SINCE 2020, THE ENTIRE MONDAINE GROUP 
HAS BEEN ONE OF THE WORLD’S FIRST  
CARBON-NEUTRAL WATCH BRANDS!
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 › Bear Grylls

 › U.S. Navy SEALs

 › Icelandic Association for Search and Rescue

 › Sea Wolves Unlimited and Undersea Voyager Project

 › Lockheed Martin

 › Heliswiss

 › U.S. Air Force F-117 Nighthawk™ Stealth Jet Pilots

 › Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

 › U.S. Coast Guard

 › U.S. Secret Service

 › U.S. Border Patrol

 › U.S. Marshals Service

 › U.S. Underwater Demolition Teams (UDT)

 › San Francisco SWAT

 › San Diego SWAT

 › Las Vegas SWAT

 › U.S. Air Force Combat Control

 › Texas Parks & Wildlife

 › Texas Rangers

 › Royal Thai Police Sea Dragon Frogmen

 › Ventura County Sheriff

 › Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)

 › Luftrettung Christoph 2 Germany

 › Austrian Military Police

 › NATO Tigers 313 QN squadron, Netherlands

 › The Royal Dutch Armed Forces

 › Singapore Air Force

 › Nordseetaucher Tunnel construction divers

 › Special Military Forces Israel

 › KOPASSUS – Indonesia Special Forces

 › DENSUS 88 - Detachment 88 (Special Forces 

 Indonesian counter-terrorism squad)

 › GEGANA – Indonesia Special Police Forces

 › KOPASKA - Indonesia Naval Special  Warfare

 › Barcelona Police Department

 › Puigcerda Fire Department, Spain

…and many other Law Enforcement Groups, Police and Fire Departments, and other elite forces around the globe.

OFFICIALLY LICENSED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
CREATED WITH INPUT FROM U.S. NAVY SEALS

OFFICIAL PARTNER OF SEA WOLVES UNLIMITED 
AND UNDERSEA VOYAGER PROJECT  

OFFICIAL PARTNER OF ICE-SAR

OFFICIAL PARTNER OF BEAR GRYLLS

LICENSING PARTNER OF LOCKHEED MARTIN OFFICIAL PARTNER OF HELISWISS

TRUSTED AND REQUESTED BY
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All Luminox watches feature a self-powered illumination system employing tiny micro gas light sources.  
This Swiss technology guarantees unsurpassed ability to read the time, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, for up to 
25 years. Each watch has micro gas lights mounted on the hands, dial, and, when necessary, also on the bezel. 

This technology does not depend on an external light source to “charge“ fluorescent paint on the dial or 
hands in order to glow, nor do Luminox  watches require the push of a button to light up as do watches with 
 electroluminescence.

Luminox Light Technology (LLT)

 › LIGHT POWERED ILLUMINATION SYSTEM

 › PROVIDES GLOW FOR UP TO 1 HOUR 

 › SWISS MADE

Super-LumiNova

 › SELF-POWERED ILLUMINATION SYSTEM

 › CONSTANT GLOW FOR UP TO 25 YEARS 

 › WATER AND SHOCK RESISTANT 

 › SWISS MADE

Luminox Light Technology 
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A high-tech material used in industries where weight and strength is important such as aerospace and 
automobile racing. Titanium is as strong as some steels, but 45 % lighter and non-allergenic for those with 
sensitive skin.

Our sapphire crystals are scratch resistant with anti-reflective coatings for superior readability at all 
times. Our mineral crystals are specially hardened (550 to 650 Vickers), approximately 20% harder than 
conventional mineral crystals. 

Luminox uses high grade 316L stainless steel which has superior strength. 316L steel is also more scratch 
resistant and will not oxidize, rust or change color.

Luminox uses an innovative carbon compound material – CARBONOX™ – for its ultra-lightweight watches.
CARBONOX™ is six times lighter than steel, three times lighter than titanium, non metallic, anti-allergenic 
and anti-magnetic. CARBONOX™ has strong chemical resistance, very low thermal extension, low heat 
expansion and is weatherproof – creating a very rigid and hard finished watch case that takes ruggedness 
and durability to a whole new level.

CARBONOX™+ is a high performance carbon long bar compound, in which carbon fibers count for 
40% of the compound. In addition to the many consumer benefits already provided by CARBONOX™,  
CARBONOX™+ also delivers ultra-strong watch case, thanks to the rigidity of the carbon fibers, 
tensile strength, which is twice as high as with CARBONOX™, while water absorption is three times  
lower. CARBONOX™+ imparts a very modern and distinctive gray colour to the Luminox watches.

MATERIALS
1 CARBONOX ™

2 CARBONOX ™+

3 CRYSTAL

4 STAINLESS STEEL

5 TITANIUM

1

2

3

4

5
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More and more people are discovering the magic of mechanical movements – automatic movements actually 
interact with you, as the movement of your wrist keeps them wound – with no battery to change!

Automatic movement is a mechanical movement with a self-winding design which harnesses the energy produced 
by the wearer’s motion to wind the spring. The watch maintains its power reserve if you wear it every day 
otherwise it is advisable to store it on a watch winder to keep it at full power.

AUTOMATICS
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Luminox uses an innovative carbon compound material – CARBONOX™ – for its ultra-lightweight watches, 
favored by elite professionals and outdoor enthusiasts alike. 

With CARBONOX™, Luminox creates high-tech timepieces with a very rigid and hard finished 
watch case that takes ruggedness and durability to a whole new level. Luminox has a long history with  
CARBONOX™, using this material for its watch cases, and some bracelets, since 2006. 

Today consumers are familiar with carbon in a variety of goods and equipment where it is used as a lightweight 
alternative to materials such as aluminium. 

Carbon materials are regularly used in high tech industries such as construction, automotive racing and aero-
space. CARBONOX™ was inspired by professionals around the world who choose carbon because of its perfect 
combination of strength and durability. 

CARBONOX™ is a trademark of Luminox. 

CARBONOX™
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CARBONOX™ consists of carbon 
powder in varying percentages 
depending on the watch model.

 › 6 times lighter than steel, 3 times 
lighter than titanium

 › Rigid and durable

 › Non-metallic, anti-allergenic, 
anti-magnetic

 › Strong chemical resistance

 › Very low thermal extension 
and low heat expansion, 
weatherproof

CONSUMER BENEFITS

 › Ultra-lightweight

 › Extremely comfortable to wear 

 › Shock and scratch resistant

 › Does not get hot in warm 
temperatures or cold in extreme 
cold climates 

DESIGN APPEAL

CARBONOX™ provides Luminox 
watches with a black matte finish 
favored by Spec Ops.

CARBONOX™+ is a high performance 
carbon long bar compound, in which 
carbon fibers account for 40% of the 
compound. 
 
In addition to the many consumer bene-
fits already provided by CARBONOX™, 
CARBONOX™+ also delivers:
  

 + Ultra-strong watch case, thanks to the 
rigidity of the carbon fibers

 + Tensile strength of CARBONOX™+ is 
twice as high as with CARBONOX™, 
while water absorption is 3 times 
lower 

 + CARBONOX™ imparts a very 
modern and distinctive gray color 
to the Luminox watches

 + Carbon fibers pattern is visible on the 
watch case, making it an even more 
appealing timepiece

CARBONOX™ consists of carbon powder CARBONOX™+ consists of carbon long bars
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BEAR
GRYLLS

 

Luminox announced its historic partnership with Bear Grylls, the 
world’s most recognized face of survival and outdoor adventure 

and is rolling out the full Luminox X Bear Grylls collection.

‟“Life isn‘t about how high you can climb but is about how 
many times you can fall down but get back up and keep 

moving onwards and upwards. And in those critical moments 
this watch has proved such a reliable friend to have by my side”. 

All these watches have features exclusively specified by Bear  
Grylls to make them useful to him and other adventurers. The Bear 

Grylls Survival Collection consists of watches for every Luminox 
environment – Sea, Air and Land. Of course, all the models 

feature Luminox LLT technology so that the watch is visible 
in any lighting conditions and will remain visible for up to 

25 years.

LUMINOX X BEAR GRYLLS
NEVER GIVE UP MEETS EVERY SECOND COUNTS
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BEAR
GRYLLS

The Sea version comes in a 42mm CARBONOX™ case, water resistant 
to 200 meters. The uni-directional turning bezel has a special diving 

zone count up marking, set off by a different color (blue or orange) 
for easy reading. 

The screw-down crown has an orange crown ring, for better grip, and the 
color matches the markings on the bezel and the minute and second hands (one 

of the most visible colors for underwater work).

BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL
SEA SERIES
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BEAR
GRYLLS

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

27BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL

3720 SEA SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case 
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown 
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)

 › 20 ATM water resistance level
 › Swiss Made

3723.R3
42 mm
–– ––

L i m i t e d 
e d i t i o n

333 Pieces
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BEAR
GRYLLS

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

29BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL

3720 SEA SERIES

3729.NGU
42 mm
–– ––

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case 
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown 
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)

 › 20 ATM water resistance level
 › Swiss Made
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BEAR
GRYLLS

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova
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3729
42 mm
–– ––

BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL

3720 SEA SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case 
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown 
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)

 › 20 ATM water resistance level
 › Swiss Made

3723
42 mm
–– ––
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BEAR
GRYLLS

BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL
MASTER SERIES

The Master Series features three chronographs in 45mm CARBONOX™+ 
cases. The pushers of the chronograph are in solid stainless steel, 

while the stainless-steel crown has an orange crown ring for easy grip.

This special timepiece is water resistant to 300 meters and features a sapphire 
crystal with anti-reflective coating. 

The 3740 Master Series come with either a black or orange rubber strap and a 
compass already assembled on the strap.
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BEAR
GRYLLS

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

35BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL

3740 MASTER SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™+ case 
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel
 › Screw in crown 

 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 30 ATM water resistance level

 › Swiss Made

3745
45 mm
–– –– 
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BEAR
GRYLLS

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

37

3749
45 mm
–– –– 

3741
45 mm
–– –– 

BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL

3740 MASTER SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™+ case 
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel
 › Screw in crown 

 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 30 ATM water resistance level

 › Swiss Made
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BEAR
GRYLLS

The Bear Grylls AIR Collection timepieces are designed to help you 
survive. As an adventurer, they will be your trusty companions and 

help you conquer any conditions. 

Reviewed and approved by Bear Grylls himself, the new Air watches feature 
a world time quartz movement, one that shows all 24 different time zones, 

indicated  by cities home to the premiere special forces around the world. A 
special orange-tipped GMT hand points to the second time zone on the 24-hour 

inner ring, making the other time zones easy to calculate on the CARBONOX™+ 
bi-directional turning bezel with an aluminum ring inlay. A high-quality sapphire 

crystal with anti-reflective coating makes reading the time easy.

The screw-down crown has an orange rubber ring, for better grip, and the color matches 
the logos on the dial and the GMT hand. Even the caseback is two-tone, matching the 

aesthetic of the overall watch.

These 45mm stainless steel Air timepieces come on either a Cordura strap or a Milanese mesh 
band, with a striking black dial. Water-resistant to 200 meters, this watch is perfect for any Bear 

Grylls’ type adventure, anywhere in the world.

BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL
AIR SERIES
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BEAR
GRYLLS

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

41BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL

3760 AIR SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Stainless steel case
 › Bi-directional rotating CARBONOX™ bezel
 › Screw in crown

 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 20 ATM water resistance level

 › GMT – Greenwich Mean Time
 › Swiss Marde

3762
45 mm
–– ––

3761
45 mm
–– ––
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BEAR
GRYLLS

The Land Series watches come equipped with just about everything 
Bear Grylls requires to survive in any terrestrial adventure. Not only 

are the 45mm CARBONOX™ cases water resistant to 200 meters, the 
Land timepieces are chronographs, perfect for calculating walking speed, 

with a special scale on the bezel.

There are four Land timepieces, one with a black dial and a black rubber strap, 
with special ruler markings; and one with a khaki-green dial on a paracord survival 

strap. All watches come equipped with a compass on the strap.

The dials of the watches feature orange markings, and “Never Give Up” slogan.  
The crown and pushers are solid stainless-steel, and the crown features an orange crown 

ring for easy grip.

BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL
LAND SERIES
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BEAR
GRYLLS

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

45BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL

3780 LAND SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case 
 › Screw in crown 
 › Screw in caseback

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)
 › 20 ATM water resistance level
 › Swiss Made

3781.KM
45 mm
–– ––

3782.MI
45 mm
–– ––
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BEAR
GRYLLS

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

47BEAR GRYLLS SURVIVAL

3780 LAND SERIES

3797.KM
45 mm
–– ––

3798.MI
45 mm
–– ––

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case 
 › Screw in crown 
 › Screw in caseback

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)
 › 20 ATM water resistance level
 › Swiss Made
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BEAR
GRYLLS

COMPASS ATTACHMENT (A)
The compass is a watch band feature that can be easily 
slid on and off your watch strap. It features touches of 
orange to reflect the official color of Bear Grylls. The 
compass is a basic orientation device.

UNI-DIRECTIONAL TURNING BEZEL (B)
The uni-directional turning bezel has a special diving 
zone count up marking (1-20), set off by a different 
color (blue or orange) for easy reading. This feature 
is crucial in diving situations because it measures the 
timing of mandatory decompression stops as divers 
slowly resurface from deeper dives. 

SCREW-DOWN CROWN (C)
The screw-down crown has an orange compound ring, 
for better grip.

WAVED BLACK RUBBER STRAP (D)
The SEA series comes with a waved black rubber strap 
– the waves making the strap more expandable/flexible.

CALCULATE WALKING SPEED (E)
Using a Bear Grylls Survival series watch, you can 
calculate your approximate average walking/hiking 
speed in an hour.  To calculate your walking speed, start 
with the second hand pointing at the 12 and walk 164ft 
(50m). When you reach that distance, the number that the 
second hand is pointing at on the bezel is your approx. 
walking speed. PLEASE NOTE: It is recommended that 
you measure how many steps you personally need to 
walk 50 m/164 ft, prior to beginning your calculation.

MAP SCALE (F)
The front of the Bear Grylls Land series signature rubber 
strap is a map scale: 1:50,000 means that one centimeter 
on the map represents 50,000 centimeters of real space, 
which is 500 meters.

PARACORD STRAP (G)
This adventure accessory is a multitasker! The paracord 
strap is handwoven from superior strength nylon cord 
used in parachute suspension lines. When unravelled, 
the paracord strap has a total length of approx.  
80 centimeters, and the woven strands can resist a 
charge of up to 250 kilograms.

RULER STRAP (H)
The front of the Bear Grylls Land series signature rubber 
strap is a functioning ruler, with one side being in inches, 
and the other in centimeters.

MORSE CODE (I)
On the backside of the Land series signature rubber 
strap, the morse code provides both an equivalence for 
numbers (top part of back of the strap) and for letters 
(bottom part of the back of the strap). Morse code is of 
high utility when in need of sending SOS (for example, 
using a torch light).

TURNING BEZEL WITH CARDINAL DIRECTIONS (J)
The four cardinal directions correspond to the following 
degrees of a compass: North (N): 0° = 360° East (E): 
90° South (S): 180° West (W): 270°.

B

J

E

F

H

I

G

C

D

A

SPECIAL FEATURES
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BEAR
GRYLLS

The watches all feature Bear Grylls’ logo and motto,  Never Give Up, on the dial and 
caseback. Depending on the model, the watches incorporate compasses, paracords, 
morse code decoders, rulers, walking speed scales, and, of course, the Luminox Light 
Technology so that the watch is visible in any lighting conditions and will remain 
visible for up to 25 years.
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SEA
Our watches have been valued and worn by maritime experts all over the world for 
more than thirty years. Their robust construction, their water-resistance, and their 
energy-independent illumination system make them the perfect companion for both 
outdoor activities and everyday life.

SEA SERIES
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SEA

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

3501 
45 mm
–– ––

 THE EVOLUTION OF AN ICON

Luminox Navy SEAL Series

3001
43 mm
–– – –

3051 
45 mm
–– – –

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel
 › Protected crown 

 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

The Original Luminox Navy SEAL watch, first introduced in 1994, is the timepiece that put Luminox on the map. 
The officer in charge of procurement for the Navy SEALs, Chief Nick North and Luminox worked together to 
develop a watch specifically for the SEALs. The ultra-light weight and the extreme robustness were the features 
that turned the Original 3000 Series into the Navy SEALS’s favorite. 

In 2007 Luminox introduced the Navy SEAL Colormark 3050 series – the evolution of the Original Navy SEAL 
series – soon to become Luminox’s best-selling models!

In 2017, Luminox released the latest evolution of its Navy SEAL watches, the 3500 Series. The 3500 Series 
is a modern design interpretation of the 3050 Series – where proportions and technical features of the watch 
have been optimized.

Luminox is honored to be selected to design and supply watches for one of the most elite and respected Special 
Forces in the world.

OFFICIALLY LICENSED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
CREATED WITH INPUT FROM U.S. NAVY SEALS

THE EVOLUTION OF AN ICON
Luminox Navy SEAL Series 

 1994 2007    2017
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SEA

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

ORIGINAL NAVY SEAL

3000 SERIES

L i m i t e d 
e d i t i o n

400 Pieces

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)

 › Screw in caseback  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

3001.EVO.Z.SET
43 mm
–– – –
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SEA

Luminox is proud to be an Official Partner of the Navy SEAL Foundation. The mission 
of the Navy SEAL Foundation (NSF) is to provide immediate and ongoing support and 
assistance to the Naval Special Warfare (NSW) community and its families, the families 
of NSW fallen, and SEAL and SWCC veterans. 

U.S. Navy SEALs have been in sustained combat for nearly two decades, performing 
hazardous work in unforgiving environments at an unrelenting pace. NSW operators 
are currently deployed in over 30+ countries across the globe and can spend up to 
270 days each year in harm’s way. 

The Navy SEAL Foundation stands behind these warriors and their families by providing 
a comprehensive set of programs specifically designed to improve health and welfare, 
build and enhance resiliency, empower and educate families and provide critical support 
during times of illness, injury or loss.

Luminox is honored to have been requested to design and supply watches for the Navy 
SEALs - one of the most elite and respected Special Forces in the world. We are proud 
to have been chosen by two generations of SEALs, first in 1992 and again in 2013, 
as their watch of choice.

To learn more, visit www.navySEALfoundation.org

Luminox is proud to be an 
Official Partner of the Navy 
SEAL Foundation 
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SEA

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

NAVY SEAL FOUNDATION

3050 SERIES

3051.GO.NSF
44 mm
–– ––
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SEA

Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

NAVY SEAL FOUNDATION

3500 SERIES

3503.NSF
45 mm
–– ––

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Screw in caseback
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown
 › Stainless steel case
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating 
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested

 › Swiss Made

NAVY SEAL STEEL

3250 SERIES

3252.BO
45 mm
–– ––

3252
45 mm
–– ––
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

3253
45 mm
–– ––

3254
45 mm
–– ––

NAVY SEAL STEEL

3250 SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Screw in caseback
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown
 › Stainless steel case
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested

 › Swiss Made
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

3502 
45 mm
–– ––

3502.BO 
45 mm
–– ––

NAVY SEAL

3500 SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

CARBONOX™ 
BRACELET

Luminox uses an innovative carbon compound material – CARBONOX™ 
– which results in a very strong and durable watch case. We took 
this same CARBONOX™ material and created a bracelet for the 
ultimate strong yet lightweight timepiece.
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

3501 
45 mm
–– ––

3501.BO 
45 mm
–– –– 

3503
 45 mm
–– –– 

NAVY SEAL

3500 SERIES
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Fiberglass compound case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

3507.WO
45 mm
–– –– 

NAVY SEAL

3500 SERIES
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

3508.GOLD
45 mm
–– ––

NAVY SEAL

3500 SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made
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The U.S. Navy SEALs are the  

most elite combat unit in the world,  

whose core values embrace never quit-

ting, and to do whatever it takes to pull your  

teammates through.

“THE ONLY EASY DAY WAS YESTERDAY” is a saying  

also embraced by the SEALs as meaning that every day  

you should work harder than the last, making the previous  

day seem easier. The saying is etched above the grinder at 

the BUD/S compound. BUD/S is an acronym for Basic Underwater 

Demolition/SEAL. It is a 6–month SEAL training course held at 

the Naval Special Warfare Training Center in Coronado, California. 

Before becoming Navy SEALs, candidates are put through some  

of the most mentally challenging and physically demanding training  

in the world. BUD/S is designed to find and develop those of  

the strongest character who give everything they have to  

accomplish their mission and support those on their team.
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

NAVY SEAL CHRONOGRAPH

3580 SERIES

3581.EY
45 mm
 – – –– ••

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

Robert Killian, Spartan Elite/Pro-Team member & Spartan Race World Champion 
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

NAVY SEAL CHRONOGRAPH

3580 SERIES

3581.BO
45 mm
 – – –– ••

3581
45 mm
–– ––

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made
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For a professional diving watch, it is critical and can even be the difference between life 
and death, that the time is visible in any and all conditions, be it night diving, deep diving, 
diving in poor visibility or wreck diving. The Luminox Light Technology (LLT) ensures that 
all its watches have easy and immediate readability, and are Always Visible constantly 
glowing for up to 25 years.

HANDLE THE PRESSURE 
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

3182 
44 mm
 – – –– ••

3181 
44 mm
 – – –– ••

NAVY SEAL STEEL COLORMARK CHRONOGRAPH

3180 SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Screw in caseback
 › Uni-directional rotating CARBONOX™ bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown
 › Stainless steel case
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested

 › Swiss Made
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Officially Licensed by the Department of the Navy.  
Created with input from U.S. Navy SEALs.

The Navy SEALs are America’s premiere defenders, willing to go to any lengths to 
preserve freedom. For many years, Luminox has been supplying to the SEALs and 
supporting their missions by developing the highest quality timepieces built to withstand 
the rigors these warriors put them through.
 
Designed with the same attention to detail and focus on function, the 3600 shakes things 
up a bit with a new vertical arrangement of Luminox’s light technology. This results in a 
different look, opening up the dial while still guaranteeing up to 25 years of ultimate 
night visibility.

NAVY SEAL
3600 SERIES 
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Sapphire crystal/AR coating  

 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

NAVY SEAL

3600 SERIES

3615
45  mm

–– ––
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

SEA

NAVY SEAL

3600 SERIES

3617.SET
45 mm
–– ––

3603
45 mm
–– ––

3601
45 mm
–– ––

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

MASTER CARBON SEAL

3800 SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Lithium Long Life Battery 8+ years
 › CARBONOX™+ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 

 › Protected crown
 › Screw in crown
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback

 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 30 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

3813
46 mm
–– ––
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The new Commando Frogman from Luminox is inspired by the intrepid military divers 
using this moniker and built as a dedicated diving watch, its commitment to outstanding 
performance will serve you well in any circumstance, above or below the water.

The Commando Frogman was developed in collaboration with military and law enforcement 
expert Andrea Micheli, who helped create the Luminox Recon Line. The Commando 
Frogman is aimed at all military, police and commercial divers, as well as outdoor 
enthusiasts, as it’s rugged enough to withstand just about anything yet at 46mm, it is 
wearable in any situation.

The uni-directional “Dive Time” bezel of the Commando Frogman is special. Not only 
can it display how much time you have left underwater, it has a no-decompression 
scale, so you can calculate how much time you can spend at what depth without having 
to decompress.

The Frogman is the nickname for combat divers, which comes from their frog kick swim 
style. The most versatile divers in the military, they carry out a variety of missions, 
like waterborne recognitions, sabotage of targets on or under the water, as well as 
amphibious combat assault. Named after these skilled and fearless divers, the Commando 
Frogman is designed to mimic their extreme versatility to be a trusted companion to 
anyone looking for a watch that can do it all.

THE COMMANDO FROGMAN 3300 SERIES
BUILT FOR PROFESSIONALS
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Lithium Long Life Battery 8+ years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel

 › Protected crown
 › Screw in crown
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback

 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

COMMANDO FROGMAN

3300 SERIES

3301
46 mm
–– –– 
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

1523
44 mm
–– – –  

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Screw in caseback
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown
 › Stainless steel case
 › Automatic movement
 › Automatic helium release valve

 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 50 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

SCOTT CASSELL DEEP DIVE AUTOMATIC

1520 SERIES

 Automatic

iso 6425 
certified

SCOTT CASSELL  

Scott Cassell is an expert counter-terro rism operative and a consummate undersea explorer, who embraces 
danger and relies on Luminox timepieces as part of his  Essential Gear.  

For 15 years, Cassell was a principal investigator in field studies of Humboldt squid. His filmmaking and 
production credits include more than 35 television shows and documentaries broadcast on the Discovery 
Channel, the History Channel, MTV, Disney, Animal Planet, Spike TV, the BBC, and more. He has also 
led an expedition for National Geographic where he doubled as primary researcher.  

He also heads up two organizations – Sea Wolves Unlimited and Undersea Voyager Project (UVP). 
Using Spec Ops techniques, Sea Wolves Unlimited identifies and films criminal acts, such as the 
killing or maiming of endangered aquatic species, and turns the evidence over to law enforcement 
to pursue prosecution. UVP is a non-profit organization that explores the health of the oceans 
and why they are failing.  

Cassell’s main mission today is to raise awareness of the deteriorating condition of our oceans, 
mainly due to massive killing of the shark population. More than 200,000 sharks are killed 
every day for shark fin soup. “With the extermination of the sharks, the ecosystem in our 
ocean is in danger.” says Cassell. The oceans need warriors, not more words!”   

Luminox’s continuing partnership with Cassell supports these vital missions. Working 
together, we have created special edition watches, including the Deep Dive series. 
Proceeds from the sales of these dive watches help support the work of Cassell’s Sea 
Wolves Unlimited and his Undersea Voyager Project.

WATER RESISTANT 50 BAR 
(500 METERS / 1500 FEET)
The Deep Dive 1520 series passed the very strict 
ISO 6425 Certification which requires various 
water pressure tests up to 62.5 bar (equivalent 
to 625 m depth) – 25 % higher than indicated 
on the watch.
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SEA
The Pacific Diver 3120 Series, is a new series in the Luminox SEA dimension. This 
appealing casual watch for outdoor explorer remains true to the brand DNA while 
combining a stainless steel case together with a CARBONOX™ bezel, resulting in an 
eye-catching fusion of materials.

PACIFIC DIVER 
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Stainless steel case 
 › Uni-directional rotating CARBONOX™ bezel
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown 
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating

 › 20 ATM water resistance level
 › Swiss Made

PACIFIC DIVER

3120 SERIES

3135
44 mm
–– ––

3137
44 mm
–– ––
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

PACIFIC DIVER

3120 SERIES

3121
44 mm
–– ––

3121.BO
44 mm
–– ––

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Stainless steel case 
 › Uni-directional rotating CARBONOX™ bezel
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown 
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating

 › 20 ATM water resistance level
 › Swiss Made
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Stainless steel case 
 › Uni-directional rotating CARBONOX™ bezel
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown 
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating

 › 20 ATM water resistance level
 › Swiss Made

PACIFIC DIVER

3120 SERIES

3122
44 mm
–– ––

3123
44 mm
–– ––
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

0921
42 mm
–– ––

0924
42 mm
–– ––

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel
 › Stainless steel bezel with ceramic ring (scratch resistant)
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown
 › Screw in caseback
 › Automatic movement
 › Stainless steel case

 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

AUTOMATIC SPORT TIMER

0920 SERIES

 Automatic
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SEA

Iconic Luminox 
Turtle-Shape
Case

The classic Luminox case design with the protected 
crown balanced by an opposite outcropping has 
often been compared to the shape of a turtle. 
Applied to the Luminox SEA series watches, the 
now iconic Luminox case design is referred to 
as the “turtle-shape” case.
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case [0301, 0301.BO]
 › Fiberglass compound case [0307.WO] 
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 

 › Protected crown
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 10 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

LEATHERBACK SEA TURTLE

0300 SERIES

0301 
39 mm
  –  – –– ••

0301.BO 
39 mm
  –  – –– ••

0307.WO 
39 mm
  –  – –– ••
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

LEATHERBACK SEA TURTLE GIANT

0320 SERIES

0321
 44 mm
  –  – –– ••

0321.BO 
44 mm
  –  – –– ••

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Fiberglass compound case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 

 › Protected crown
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 10 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

LEATHERBACK SEA TURTLE GIANT

0320 SERIES

0337
44 mm
  –  – –– ••

0333
44 mm
  –  – –– ••

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Fiberglass compound case
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 

 › Protected crown
 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › 10 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

6501 
45 mm
–– ––

6502 
45 mm
–– ––

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Screw in caseback
 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown
 › Stainless steel case
 › Automatic movement
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating

 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

MODERN MARINER AUTOMATIC

6500 SERIES

 Automatic
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AIR
Take to the skies with our AIR Series. With their characteristics, such as high durability 
and extreme illumination power, which lasts for up to 25 years thanks to our Luminox 
Light Technology (LLT) energy-independent illumination system, these watches are the 
perfect companion for your next adventure. The series has its origins in our partnership 
with renowned fighter aircraft manufacturer „Lockheed Martin“, which still operates today.

AIR SERIES
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AIR

The first Lockheed Martin project was the USAF F-117 Nighthawk™ Stealth series 
and 20 years later Luminox is proud to announce the redesigned F-117 Nighthawk™  
GMT 6420 series.

With its refined design, the Luminox F-117 Nighthawk™ series references the sleek 
charcoal aerodynamic contours of the aircraft, from the diamond–shaped faceted 
bezel to the angular links of the bracelet. The 44mm case sports a sandblasted finish 
to lend a matte look reminiscent of the jet’s surface. The Arabic numerals on the dial 
and bezel feature a stencil font from the cockpit in an ice blue SuperLuminova for a 
glow-in-the-dark effect. Along with the LLTs (Luminox Light Technology) in contrasting 
vivid yellow, the watch has unmatched night visibility in all conditions and a singular 
stealth aesthetic. The Nighthawk boasts a multi-jewel Swiss Quartz movement with GMT 
function for dual time zones with anti-reflective sapphire crystal, and comes in three 
models; the signature solid link bracelet with gun-metal PVD-plating (6422) and, for 
those who prefer a strap, a leather-backed Kevlar band (6421).

F-117 NIGHTHAWK ™ 
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 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

125

6421
44 mm
  –  – –– ••

6422
44 mm
  –  – –– ••

F-117 NIGHTHAWK™

6420 SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Screw in caseback
 › Protected crown
 › Screw in crown

 › Stainless steel case
 › Bi-directional rotating bezel
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested

 › GMT – Greenwich Mean Time
 › Swiss Made
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– – White LLT
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6441
44 mm
–– –– 

F-117 NIGHTHAWKTM

6440 SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Screw in caseback
 › CARBONOX™+ case
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown
 › Bi-directional rotating bezel
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested

 › GMT – Greenwich Mean Time
 › Swiss Made
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AIR

Luminox and Heliswiss – Teaming Up and Doubling the Swiss Precision

Luminox proudly presents its latest partnership with Heliswiss International AG. The 
Swiss company specializes in high-precision tasks performed by large helicopters, with 
a focus on transportation and lift work. 

Heliswiss International also intervenes during emergencies throughout the world, deploying 
its trio of high-performance helicopters to complete high-precision missions and help 
combat natural disasters. When it comes to such tasks, every second counts. 

Heliswiss missions require continuous precision and endurance, two qualities that are 
also essential to Luminox’s watches. With this Swiss partnership, Luminox is writing a 
new chapter in its success story.

OFFICIAL PARTNER OF HELISWISS

Luminox and Heliswiss – Teaming Up and Doubling the Swiss Precision
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Luminox watches are built for all the adventures and activities of your life and are 
often tested by the toughest elite forces on the globe.  Professionals such as ICE-SAR 
and military forces across the world rely on our Luminox Light Technology. When time 
is of the essence, Luminox watches are the perfect companion, thanks to their perfect 
visibility in all conditions.

LAND SERIES
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As the official partner of the Icelandic Association for Search and Rescue (ICE-SAR) 
Luminox is committed to creating watches that meet the needs of these intrepid public 
servants as they go about their daily duties – which can mean dealing with volcanic 
eruptions, avalanches, shipwrecks, mega storms and even more.

The ICE-SAR teams need a timepiece on which they can rely, which is why they chose 
Luminox as their official timepiece. With its rugged, shock resistant construction, robust 
water resistance and luminosity, Luminox certainly fits the bill. In addition to ice, heavy 
rains and strong winds, ICE-SAR also has to deal with limited daylight visibility as Iceland 
remains in partial or total darkness during several months in winter. In such conditions 
Luminox watches and their unique self-powered illumination system – providing constant 
glow for up to 25 years – truly become an essential gear to ICE-SAR teams in order 
to conduct their missions

OFFICIAL PARTNER OF THE 
ICELANDIC ASSOCIATION FOR  
SEARCH AND RESCUE (ICE-SAR)
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135ICE-SAR ARCTIC

1200 SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Lithium Long Life Battery 8+ years
 › Bi-directional rotating bezel
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating

 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

1202
46 mm
–– ––

1201
46 mm
–– ––

OFFICIAL PARTNER OF ICE-SAR
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137ICE-SAR ARCTIC

1200 SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Lithium Long Life Battery 8+ years
 › Bi-directional rotating bezel
 › Protected crown

 › Screw in crown
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel caseback
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating

 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

1207
46 mm
–– ––

1208
46 mm
–– ––

1203
46 mm
–– ––
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 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Protected crown
 › Stainless steel caseback

 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

ICE-SAR ARCTIC

1000 SERIES

1003.ICE
46 mm
–– ––

1003
46 mm
–– ––
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1001
46 mm
–– ––

1002
46 mm
–– ––

1007
46 mm
–– ––

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › CARBONOX™ case
 › Protected crown
 › Stainless steel caseback

 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

ICE-SAR ARCTIC

1000 SERIES
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The Atacama Field Automatic 1900 series adopts its namesake from the  
Atacama Desert, one of the most extreme stretches of land on the planet. As the 
driest desert on earth with daily temperatures ranging from 40ºC/104ºF to 
5ºC/41ºF, only the toughest adventurers are equipped to brave its elements. 
The 1900 series is designed with extreme adventure in mind but is also perfect  
for everyday wear. 

ATACAMA FIELD AUTOMATIC
1900 SERIES  

Mike Stibich, Influencer, good life promoter and friend of the brand INSTAGRAM: @mikestibich
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Technical Specifications
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 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova
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 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Automatic movement
 › Screw in caseback
 › Screw in crown

 › Stainless steel case
 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

ATACAMA FIELD AUTOMATIC

1900 SERIES

1902
44 mm
––  ––

1907.NF 
44 mm
––  ––

1901
 44 mm
––  ––

 Automatic
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ATACAMA ADVENTURER
1760 SERIES 

Underpinning the 42mm stainless-steel case is the beating heart of Luminox, with all 
its famous capabilities. Thin and casually-styled, the Atacama Adventurer Field 1760 is 
rugged, water resistant to 200 meters, and features a screwed in crown and case back.

Available in six different variations, the Atacama Adventurer Field 1760 features, for the 
first time ever in the Luminox brand, a small seconds sub dial at six o’clock. Instead of 
hands, this sub dial features two arrows. A date window is at the three o’clock position.

This series is named after the Atacama Desert in Chile, the driest true reserve in the world. 
Designed to survive in this challenging environment, the Atacama Adventurer Field 1760 
series does it all with a casual, urban style. 
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova
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1761
42 mm
–– ––

1762
42 mm
–– ––

ATACAMA ADVENTURER

1760 SERIES

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel case
 › Stainless steel caseback

 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made



LAND
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Technical Specifications
 –  – Green LLT

– – Orange LLT
 –  – Blue LLT

 –  – Yellow LLT
– – White LLT
  Super-LumiNova

1764
42 mm
–– ––

1763
42 mm
–– ––

1767
42 mm
–– ––

1768
42 mm
–– ––

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Screw in caseback
 › Stainless steel case
 › Stainless steel caseback

 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › Swiss Made

ATACAMA ADVENTURER

1760 SERIES
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Babak is an award winning photographer working with the National Geographic, a 
master of nighttime photography and nightscape videos. He used the context of night 
sky to bridge Earth and Sky, art and science, cultures and time. He is also a science 
journalist and the founder of The World at Night program - an elite group of about 40 
photographers in 25 countries who present image to reconnect people with importance 
and beauties of the night sky and natural nights.

BABAK TAFRESHI 

INSTAGRAM: @babaktafreshi
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With any big goal or vision you set, be prepared to fail. The truth is, the only way you can get 
somewhere meaningful, the only way you’re going to get your dream, to your goal, is through 

the door of failure. There are no back doors here. But if it’s a goal worth achieving, hang on in 
there and never give up.
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Main base: Iceland

Mission: Member of ICE-SAR, ICELANDIC 
ASSOCIATION FOR SEARCH AND RESCUE

Favorite Luminox: ICE-SAR Arctic XL.1003 

PROFILE

ÁGÚST INGI KJARTANSSO  

Ágúst Ingi Kjartansson specializes in mountaineering and is a swiftwater rescue instructor for 
the Icelandic Association for Search and Rescue. He trained in rescuing vehicles from water, 

swiftwater response, and swiftwater advanced water and rope rescue. He is a member of 
Björgunarfélag Árborgar— a rescue team based in Selfoss where the focus is on the river, Ölfusá.

NEVER GIVE UP X

ÁGÚST INGI KJARTANSSO

WHAT DOES “NEVER GIVE UP” MEAN TO GUSTI?
There are many times that “giving up” is not an option, both in missions and the community of the 

volunteering in search and rescue. Sometimes we are searching on the Ölfusá River in miserable 
conditions, heavy winds in the cold. But the duty calls and you need to finish what you started. I 

remember on the 25. December 2015 when the call-out came at 01:00. We had a missing person and 
the car was spotted right next to the river, with footsteps leading to ledge. The weather was about 8-10 

m/s and -7°C. The river was partly frozen so we started the search by foot. Later that night we manage 
to find a spot on the river to put the boats on. That place was the sewage drain from Selfoss. There the 

heat from the sewage prevented the banks on the river from freezing. The dry-suits where smelly and the 
splashes from the river while navigating between the ice sheets instantly froze on the suits.

Also while searching on the Ölfusá River the search can continue for days, and you won’t get all the sleep 
you want between searching. Then you need to suck it up and don’t give up as there are not that many that are 

qualified to operate the motorboat on the river.
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Main base: UK

Mission: Host of Running Wild, You Vs Wild, 
The Island & The World’s Toughest Race. World 

Scout Chief Ambassador. UK Chief Scout. Hon 
Colonel Royal Marines.

Favorite Luminox: Bear Grylls Survival 3749

PROFILE

NEVER GIVE UP X

BEAR GRYLLS

BEAR GRYLLS  

Bear Grylls, has become known worldwide as one of the most-recognised 
faces of survival and outdoor adventure. The BAFTA award winning TV host 

began his journey in the British Special Forces (21 SAS) before becoming 
one of the youngest-ever climbers of Mount Everest. There is no better 

watch to be on Bear Grylls’ wrist than a Luminox, especially a Luminox 
which Bear Grylls helped design and develop.

Bear Grylls is an Honorary Colonel to the Royal Marines Commandos, 
the youngest ever UK Chief Scout and the first ever Chief Ambassador 

to the World Scout Movement, representing a global family of some fifty 
million Scouts.

Bear Grylls originally starred in Discovery’s hit TV series Man vs. Wild 
across seven seasons, before hosting the NBC & National Geographic 

Channel series, Running Wild with Bear Grylls.  This show has seen him 
take global stars such as Julia Roberts, Ben Stiller, President Obama & 

Prime Minister Modi of India on adventures into the wild. 

“Never Give Up” is a vital attitude for survival in any conditions. According 
to Bear Grylls, whether you make it out alive will largely come down to 

you – your attitude and your actions. 

WHAT DOES “NEVER GIVE UP” MEAN TO BEAR?
The boldest and biggest goals you strive for will inevitably come up against some opposition, because 

life is never going to make it easy. The truth is, the only way you can get somewhere meaningful, the 
only way you’re going to get your dream, to your goal, is through the door of failure. There are no 

back doors here. But if it’s a goal worth achieving, hang on in there and never give up.  

Top of the list, and so often overlooked is to adopt a survivor mindset to never give up. Tenacity, a dogged 
determination to keep going despite the overwhelming odds. That spirit is key to staying alive. More than 

any amount of knowledge or skills. Resilience is a muscle that gets stronger when worked over time and that 
fire inside is in us all, and it can change everything. Couple that with resourcefulness and courage in the big 

moments, and you have the winning ingredients for the wild and life.
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42 mm
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PROFILE

NEVER GIVE UP X

MIKE STIBICH

MIKE STIBICH  

Mike is a passionate content creator based in Munich. On his Instagram account, he shares 
his passion for Bavaria, travel, sports and traditional Bavarian clothing with his followers 

every day.

Main base: Germany

Mission: OCR racer and content creator

Favorite Luminox: Atacama Adventurer Field
1763

WHAT DOES “NEVER GIVE UP” MEAN TO MIKE?
Projects, plans, objectives – for me it’s always important to actually be doing something. That’s the 

only way I can truly continue to develop, grow and achieve something. Unfortunately, things don’t 
always go without a hitch, or should I say an opponent: resistance. Whether it comes from outside, from 

critics or setbacks – or even from myself: from my own doubt, frustration, or from having only limited 
success. Who isn’t familiar with that? I’ve been through moments like those often enough myself. One 

possible outcome would be to give up. In my case, I came across a certain motto some years ago, one 
which to this day is still of major importance to me, and which has motivated and left a strong impression 

on me: “Failure is not an option!” So giving up or throwing in the towel, for me, those are never serious 
options. If I’m perfectly honest, in my view giving up is just far too easy. Sure, all the effort would come to 

a sudden stop, critics would silently gloat and the suffering would be at an end... – at least initially. Because 
then you can be sure that my imagination would start running wild. I’ve decided that at times like that, I don’t 

want to have to deal with questions like “What if...? What if I hadn’t given up? “ 
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WILL DEVAUGHN

Main base: Philippines

Mission: Host, Actor, Entrepreneur, Coach

Favorite Luminox: Master Carbon SEAL 
3801.C.SET

PROFILE

WILL DEVAUGHN

Born in Germany, Will started early to discover and explore different parts of the world 
due to his father being in the U.S Army. Currently living in the Philippines with his family, 

he has taken on the path of an actor, host and athlete. For him, every second counts and 
every moment is a chance to become something greater than yesterday.

WHAT DOES “NEVER GIVE UP” MEAN TO WILL?
I remember growing up as the timid kid who would walk into a room with his head down. Through 

time and life lessons I was able to consistently conquer the voice in my head. You know that voice 
that doubts, holds his breath and tunes out the world. Then just like that, the right moments started to 

appear. Opportunities are manifested when we are prepared for the battle. Whatever battle it is, you 
must go in without self-doubt and fear. Every day is a moment to become who you are meant to be. 

Never give up. Greatness is waiting for you.
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3501.SPARTAN
44 mm
––  ––
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LIONEL BALLAND

WHAT DOES “NEVER GIVE UP” MEAN TO LIONEL?
I think my life as a whole really exemplifies that motto to never give up. A lot of what I’ve 

accomplished has been an uphill battle against the odds. I believe I’ve achieved more than 
most people would’ve expected of me. I’m a person that tends to put his head down, not talk 

too much and just do the work. 

With Luminox in mind, I can’t help but to think of one story of not giving up. Luminox flew me 
out to compete in the Spartan world championship race in Lake Tahoe in September of 2019. This 

is the toughest race from Spartan, This race is very challenging and a lot of people don’t actually 
finish it. Near the very beginning, on one of the first obstacles, 1 mile into this 13.5 mile race on a 

mountain, I took the biggest fall I’ve taken in at least 10 years. I was swinging on high bars during 
a sandstorm on the mountain, the bars were dusty and because of that I had no grip, I ended up over 

swinging and taking a huge fall from about 12 feet up. I landed directly on my elbow which landed into 
my rib. It knocked the wind out of me, I thought I broke my elbow and I definitely thought I cracked my 

rib. I could barely use my arm and couldn’t breathe correctly for the rest of the race and the following two 
months. For a week after the race I couldn’t even lift a pillow with my elbow. When I told the story to my 

clients at my gym, they were surprised that I didn’t stop the race at that point. I told them it honestly didn’t even 
cross my mind. This challenge is hard and meant to be hard, just because I injured myself didn’t mean I would 

stop. The pride of being with the Luminox team made me not even question if I should continue or not. I buckled 
down and got the work done, I finished the following 12.5 miles over multiple hours. It was a definite challenge 

and was way harder than it needed to be, 
but the reward of finishing made it all that 

much sweeter. Never give up is a motto 
that all winners follow; pain is temporary, 

but quitting will last forever.

LIONEL BALLAND  

Lionel is a fitness coach based in Seattle, USA. He has already competed for a Spartan Race 
in our Luminox team and has become a long lasting friend of the brand.

Main base: USA

Mission: Fitness coach, Online personal 
trainer, owner of @academyathletics

Favorite Luminox: Navy Seal 3501.BO

PROFILE
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COLLECTION OVERVIEW 

3729
42 mm
–– ––

3729.NGU
42 mm
–– ––

3749
45 mm
–– – – ..

3723
42 mm
–– ––

3741
45 mm
–– – – ..

3745
45 mm
–– – – ..

3781.KM
45 mm
–– ––

3761
45 mm
–– ––

3797.KM
45 mm
–– ––

3782.MI
45 mm
–– ––

3762
45 mm
–– ––

3798.MI
45 mm
–– ––

3740 
MASTER SERIES

3780 
LAND SERIES

3760 
AIR SERIES

3720 
SEA SERIES 27 35 4541

3723.R3
42 mm
–– ––

THE EVOLUTION 
OF AN ICON

3501 
45 mm
–– ––

3001
43 mm
–– ––

3051 
45 mm
–– ––

55
3250 
SERIES

3252.BO
45 mm
–– ––

3254
45 mm
–– ––

3253
45 mm
–– ––

3252
45 mm
–– ––

65
3000 
SERIES

3001.EVO.Z.SET
43 mm
–– ––

57 3050 
SERIES

3500 
SERIES

3051.GO.NSF
44 mm
–– ––

3503.NSF
44 mm
–– ––

61 63

3507.WO
45 mm
–– ––

3508.GOLD
45 mm
–– ––

3500 
SERIES

3502
45 mm
–– ––

3502.BO 
45 mm
–– ––

3501 
45 mm
–– ––

3501.BO 
45 mm
–– –– 

3503
45 mm
–– –– 

69

bear grylls survival Series

SEa Series
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0301 
39 mm
–– – – ..

0301.BO 
39 mm
–– – – ..

0307.WO 
39 mm
–– ––  ..

0321
 44 mm
–– – – ..

0321.BO 
44 mm
–– – – ..

0337
44 mm
–– – – ..

0333
44 mm
–– – – ..

0300 
SERIES

0320 
SERIES113 115

6501 
45 mm
–– ––

6502 
45 mm
–– ––

6500 
SERIES 119

3600 
SERIES

3617
45 mm
–– ––

3603
45 mm
–– ––

3601
45 mm
–– ––

3615
45 mm
–– ––

89

0921 
42 mm
–– ––

0924 
42 mm
–– ––

0920 
SERIES 109

3580 
SERIES

3581.BO
45 mm
–– – – ..

3581
45 mm
–– ––

3581.EY
45 mm
–– – – ..

79 3180 
SERIES

3182 
44 mm
–– – – ..

3181 
44 mm
–– – – ..

85 3300 
SERIES

3301
46 mm
–– – – ..

97 1520 
SERIES

1523
44 mm
–– ––

99
3800 
SERIES

3813
46 mm
–– ––

93

3121
44 mm
–– ––

3121.BO
44 mm
–– ––

3122
44 mm
–– ––

3135
44 mm
–– ––

3123
44 mm
–– ––

3137
44 mm
–– ––

1033120 
SERIES
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135125 127

139 145

1002 
46 mm
––  ––

1003 
46 mm
––  ––

1003.ICE 
46 mm
––  ––

1007 
46 mm
––  ––

1201 
46 mm
––  ––

1761 
42 mm
––  ––

1762 
42 mm
––  ––

1764 
42 mm
––  ––

1763 
42 mm
––  ––

1767 
42 mm
––  ––

1768 
42 mm
––  ––

1202 
46 mm
––  ––

1203 
46 mm
––  ––

1207 
46 mm
––  ––

1208 
46 mm
––  ––

1000 
SERIES

1200 
SERIES

1760 
SERIES

1902
44 mm
––  ––

1901
 44 mm
––  ––

1907.NF 
44 mm
––  ––

1900 
SERIES

6421
44mm
–– ––  ..

6441
44mm
–– ––  ..

6422
44 mm
–– ––  ..

6420 
SERIES

6440 
SERIES

1001 
46 mm
––  ––

land SeriesAIR Series
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BOX SETS 

REMOVEABLE COMPASS 
AND LIGHT CAPSULE 

Shop our best sellers & limited editions watches packaged in a box set 
with a second strap and changing tool.

LIGHT  CAPSULE – JAC.LTORCH24
The Luminox Light Capsule is a reliable, durable, 
and easy to carry lighting tool ready for adventure.

Compact and simple design, weatherproof and con-
venient to carry. Single brightness mode, suitable for 
outdoor, camping or daily use. Fits on any 24mm 
Luminox strap.

COMPASS – JAC.COMP24.PL
The compass features a touch of bright orange, for 
enhanced readability. The Luminox compass can be 
purchased separately.
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STRAP REPLACEMENTS 

Crafted from carefully selected materials, each 
leather strap is unique and has its very own character, 
such as a specific colour shade or structure.

1 GENUINE LEATHER STRAP

Extremely sturdy, yet supple high-tech strap in the 
NATO style. Made with nylon material which has 
a comfortable wearing feeling.

2 NATO-STYLE STRAP

Made from caoutchouc, our  rubber straps are 
water-resistant, tear-proof and resistant to external 
influences, such as UV light, chemicals, extreme 
heat or cold temperatures.

3 RUBBER STRAP

Silicone rubber is a synthetic elastomer. It is resistant 
to extreme environments and temperatures and 
provides a smooth and extremely comforting feel.

4 SILICONE RUBBER STRAP

Anyone who possesses a valuable and unique watch 
will also want something special from the bracelet 
that is worn with it. Titanium watch straps are very 
light and offer a high level of comfort. 

5 TITANIUM BRACELET

Stainless Steel watch bracelets are designed to 
fit casual and dress watches alike, solid stainless 
steel watch bands are predominantly very robust 
and are finished to a high standard.

6 STAINLESS STEEL BRACELET

Strong and durable with a secure hook and loop 
fastener, the ideal anti-allergy strap as no metal 
touches the skin.

7 VELCRO STRAP

The cut-to-fit strap can be cut to any desired length: 
remove the (quick release) spring bar, cut to the 
desired length, and reinstal the (quick release) 
spring bar. The 24mm cut-to-fit strap comes with 
a diver’s buckle with double security.

8 CUT–TO–FIT STRAP

Luminox uses an innovative carbon compound 
material – CARBONOX™ – which results in a very 
strong and durable watch case. We took this same 
CARBONOX™ material and created a bracelet for 
the ultimate strong yet lightweight timepiece.

9 CARBONOX™ BRACELET

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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A strap to fit even the biggest wrists, from XS to XL sizes! The cut-to-fit strap can be cut to any desired length: 
remove the spring bar, cut to the desired length, and reinstall the (quick release) spring bar.

The 24MM cut-to-fit strap comes with a diver’s buckle with double security and is adorned with a stylish 
LUMI-NOX branding.

CUT-TO-FIT STRAPS
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BIG.40 
400 mm

The Luminox name and logos are registered trademarks of 
Mondaine Watch Ltd. Registered models. All rights reserved.
 
luminox.com        
info@luminox.com

 › Alarm 
 › Alarma 
 › Alarm

 › Screw in caseback 
 › Tapa roscada  
 › Geschraubter Gehäuseboden

 › Uni-directional rotating bezel 
 › Bisel diver giratorio 
 › Taucher Lünette

 › Bi-directional rotating bezel   
 › Aro rotatorio multidireccional  
 › In 2 Richtungen drehbare Lünette

 › Protected crown 
 › Protección de corona  
 › Kronenschutz

 › Screw in crown 
 › Corona roscada  
 › Schraubkrone

 › Stainless steel case 
 › Caja de acero inoxidable 
 › Edelstahlgehäuse

 › Titanium case 
 › Caja de titanio 
 › Titangehäuse

 › Swiss Made 
 › Fabricado en Suiza 
 › Swiss Made

 › Super-LumiNova 
 › Super-LumiNova
 › Super-LumiNova

 › Lithium Long Life Battery 8+ years
 › Bateria de litio de larga duración 8+ años
 › Lithium Long Life Batterie 8+Jahre

        
 › Automatic helium release valve  
 › Válvula automática de escape de helio
 › Automatisches Heliumauslassventil

 › Automatic movement  
 › Movimiento automático  
 › Automatikwerk

WATER RESISTENCE

 › 10 ATM water resistance tested 
 › 10 ATM sumergible controlado 
 › 10 ATM wasserdicht geprüft 

 › 20 ATM water resistance tested
 › 20 ATM sumergible controlado 
 › 20 ATM wasserdicht geprüft

 › 30 ATM water resistance tested
 › 30 ATM sumergible controlado 
 › 30 ATM wasserdicht geprüft

 › 50 ATM water resistance tested 
 › 50 ATM sumergible controlado 
 › 50 ATM wasserdicht geprüft 

CRYSTAL

 › Sapphire crystal, anti-reflective coating
 › Cristal de zafiro, tratamiento antirreflejos 
 › Saphirglas mit antireflektiver Beschichtung

 › Hardened mineral crystal (550- 650 Vickers)  
 › Cristal mineral extra duro (550 – 650 dureza Vickers)
 › Extra gehärtetes Mineralglas (550 – 650 Vickers-Härte)

 › Constant night visibility for up to 25 years
 › Visibilidad nocturna constante durante más de 25 años
 › Nachtablesbarkeit bis zu 25 Jahre

 › Fiberglass compound case 
 › Fibra de vidrio reforzada 
 › Glasfaserverstärktes Polymergehäuse

 › Date magnifier
 › Lente di ingrandimento per la visualizzazione della data
 › Vergösserungslupe für die Datumsanzeige

 › CARBONOX™ / CARBONOX™+
 › CARBONOX™ / CARBONOX™+
 › CARBONOX™ / CARBONOX™+ 

GMT 2ND TIME ZONE

 › GMT – Greenwich Mean Time
 › GMT – Greenwich Mean Time
 › GMT – Greenwich Mean Time

All watches are
Swiss  Made
 

Luminox reserves the right to make minor 
changes to the models.

The Wall Clock is styled after the iconic Luminox 
turtle-shape case. The Wall Clock features colored 
LED lights on the hands, hour markings and 
bezel evoking the look of the “Always Visible” 
lighting technology on all Luminox watches.

WATCH FEATURES 

WALL CLOCK
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NORTH AMERICA
Canada, United States of America

CENTRAL AMERICA
Costa Rica 

SOUTH AMERICA
Argentina, Chile, Uruguay

EUROPE
Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Finland, Germany, 
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, 
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, 
Norway, Poland, Russian 
Federation, Slovakia, Spain, 
Sweden,  Switzerland, Ukraine, 
United Kingdom

ASIA / MIDDLE EAST
Armenia, Bahrain, Brunei, China, 
Georgia, Hong Kong, India, 
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, 
Japan, Jordan, Korea, Kuwait, 
Macau, Malaysia, Oman, 
Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates 

AUSTRALIA
Australia, New Zealand 

AFRICA
South Africa 

WHERE YOU CAN FIND US 




